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Programs in partial algebras 
Absrruct 
Jarzembski, G., Programs in partial algebras, Theoretical Computer Science I15 (1993) 131-149. 
The aim of this paper is to describe “programs” in partial algebras as a subclass of finitary implicit 
operations. We show that programs form sheaves naturally associated to free spectra of implicit 
operations and generated by finitely definable implicit operations in a weak variety of partial 
algebras considered. 
0. Introduction 
The theory of partial algebras seems to be a natural framework for a study of 
algebraic properties of programs. Unfortunately, this theory is not the most explored 
part of universal algebra and does not always offer tools supporting fruitfully these 
investigations. 
In our categorical researches, we have developed special methods and techniques 
introduced mainly for the investigation of “categories of mixed structures” (i.e. neither 
pureiy algebraic, nor purely topological). Some classes of partial algebras, considered 
as concrete categories over sets, are within the scope of the categorical theory 
developed. We call these classes weak varieties. 
In the present paper we are going to show that weak varieties form an appropriate 
framework for studying “programs” on an abstract level. We also show that categori- 
cal methods and techniques developed in the theory of partially monadic categories 
are useful for these purposes. 
An intuitive meaning of a program in a class of algebraic systems (or partial algebras) 
is clear; we start with fundamental operations and term operations and then construct 
programs using “branches”, “loops”, “ restrictions” and compositions of programs. 
In this note, however, we do not follow this scheme of construction of programs. 
Instead, we proceed as follows: first we define the notion of an implicit operation in 
a weak variety. From “semantical point of view”, this is a natural generalization of the 
concept of a term operation. Next we give a structural description of implicit 
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operations referring to a categorical concept of a free spectrum of a weak variety. The 
existence of free spectra is a basic feature of partially monadic categories. Finally, 
using this structural description, we define the class of “programs” as a subclass of 
implicit operations. 
The class defined is larger than the class of programs, in the intuitive sense. 
However, this class has a nice structure which makes possible a precise analysis of the 
relationship between programs. Namely, we show that programs with a fixed arity 
form a sheaf uniquely determined by a weak veriety of partial algebras. This is the 
basis for a description of the structure of programs in a weak variety. 
1. Basic concepts 
Let s2 denote an arbitrary but fixed finitary type. By PalgQ we denote the category 
of partial Q-algebras and their homomorphisms. Partial Q-algebras will be written as 
pairs A =(A,(qA: qEC2)) or simply (A,(qA)). 
Recall that a homomorphism of partial Q-algebras h : (A, (qA))-(B, (4’)) is strong 
provided that, for every rt-ary operation symbol q and QEA”, whenever qB(ha) is 
defined then qA(a) is defined (and then hqA(a)=qB(ha)) [3]. 
Definition 1.1 (Jurzembski [6]). A class V of partial Q-algebras (as well as the full 
subcategory of PalgSZ it determines) is called a weak variety provided it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) Whenever e : A+B is surjective and strong and AE V, BE V. 
(ii) If (m’: .,+A’: ill) is a jointly monomorphic family containing at least one 
strong homomorphism and every A’ E V, then AE V. (A family (m’ : A +A i: iel) is said 
to be jointly monomorphic provided that, for every a, bE A, whenever a #b, there exists 
iel such that mi(U)#mi(b).) 
Note that if a weak variety V consists of total Q-algebras only, then V is a variety 
(equationally definable class). Indeed, in that case every homomorphism in Vis strong 
and a family (m’ : A +A i: iEZ) is jointly monomorphic iff A is a subalgebra of the 
product of the family {A’: iEl}. 
If a weak variety V is closed under products, then Y is an ece-variety in the sense of 
Burmeister [ 11. 
Weak varieties have also a nice logical characterization. In order to get an elegant 
form of it, it is convenient to distinguish special first-order formulas which we shall 
call existential atomic formulas. 
Informally, for every Q-term with n variables t(x, , . . . ,x,), the symbol 3 t(x, , . , x,) 
is an abbreviation of the first-order formula such that, for any partial algebra A and 
a valuation h: {xi, . . . . x,}-+A, A satisfies 3t(xl, . . . . x,) at h (A )=3t(x,, . . . . x,) [h] in 
symbols) iff the term t(hxl, . . . , hx,) is defined in A. 
A satisfies the formula 3t (A ]=3t) if A satisfies this formula at every valuation of 
variables occurring in t. 
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For a precise definition of existential atomic formulas, we refer the reader to [6]. 
We say that an algebra A satisfies the equation (t=p) iff A /= 3t, A I= 3p and the 
values of these terms are equal at all valuations of variables occurring in these terms. 
Theorem 1.2 (Jarzembski [6]). A class VG PalgSZ is a weak variety ifl there is a class 
@ offormulas such that V= Mod @‘, (i.e. a partial R-algebra A is in V ifS A satisfies all 
formulas in @) and each formula in @ has one of the following forms: 
V(~‘Ul?~~~u;) 
iEl 
or 
Ay+=+*=, 
where Y’+ and every $’ are sets of existential atomic formulas, every II/,: is a set of their 
negations and $= is a set of equations. 
Note that in this logical description infinite conjunctions and disjunctions are 
allowed, i.e. a weak variety need not be a class of models of some first-order theory. If 
a given weak variety has a first-order description, we call it elementary. Equivalently, 
a weak variety is elementary iff it is closed under formation of ultraproducts. 
1 .I. Examples and remarks 
(1) Every relation may be considered as a partial projection: for a given relation 
r G A”, we define p,.: A”+A, where dom( p,.) = r and pr is a restriction of the first- 
component projection. In other words, a relational system (A, r) may be regarded as 
a partial algebra (A, p,) satisfying the formula 
3P,(XI, ..‘1 x,) * P*(XI, . . ..x.)=x1. 
Thus, relational systems as well as algebraic systems may be treated as partial 
algebras. One can easily prove that every universal class of algebraic systems may be 
regarded as a weak variety of partial algebras of a suitably defined type. 
Example (Ordered semigroups). Let .Q = QZ = {., r}. Then ordered semigroups form 
a weak variety described by the following formulas: 
3(x Y) (multiplication is a total 
(x.y).z=x.(y.z), 
operation), 
3r(x,y) => r(x,y)=x (r is a relation), 
+(x,x), 
+(x,Y)A+(Y,x) d (x=Y) (r is a partial order), 
+(x, Y) A Wy, 2) =- +(x, z) 
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3r(x,y) 5 +(x.z,y.z)A 3r(z.x,z.y) (multiplication is an order- 
preserving function). 
(2) Also many sorted (partial) algebras may be regarded as weak varieties of partial 
algebras. 
Example. Let d be a two sorted signature with one binary operation symbol q having 
the scheme (0,l; 1) [4]. Then the category of all total b-algebras is isomorphic to 
a weak variety V of partial Q-algebras, where Q consists of a binary symbol q and two 
unary symbols s,r, while V consists of partial Q-algebras satisfying the following 
(universal) formulas: 
jr(x) v Is(x) 
1(3r(x)A3s(x)) 
3(x) * F(x)=x 
S(x) * s(x)=x 
: 
(r and s define “sorts”), 
jr(x) A Is(y) 0 Mx, Y ), 
%(x7 Y) * wd-~~ Y)). 
(3) Let Vbe a quasivariety of total Q-algebras. Consider an expansion_fi= 8u{eq}, 
where eq is a new binary operation symbol. Consider a weak variety V consisting of 
partial c-algebras with Q-reducts belonging to V and satisfying the formulas: 
3eq(x, x), 
jeq(x,y) * ((x=y) A eq(x,y)=x). 
Clearly, V and t are concretely isomorphic. Thus, every quasivariety may be 
regarded as a weak variety of partial algebras with monomorphisms as strong 
morphisms. 
These examples show that the concept of a weak variety covers a wide class of 
categories of algebraic structures investigated in the algebraic theory of programs 
although many properties of these particular categories remain hidden. 
But we shall show that the omitted properties are not necessary if one wants to 
consider “programs”. On the contrary, our feeling is that the absence of these 
superfluous details in the definition of weak varieties simplifies these considerations. 
We begin with the definition of implicit operations. 
Definition 1.3. By an n-ary implicit operation in a weak variety VcPalgQ we mean 
a family 4 of partial functions, 
4={$,4:A”+A: AEV} 
such that, for every homomorphism h : A +B in V, h. $JA d4g.h” and, moreover, 
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provided h is strong. (Here and in what follows, d denotes the usual partial order on 
sets of parallel partial functions.) 
Roughly speaking, an implicit operation is a family of partial functions indexed by 
V-algebras and “compatible” with homomorphisms. 
Clearly, the family of term operations determined by a fixed O-term t is an implicit 
operation in any weak variety VG PalgQ. We shall show later that the only implicit 
operations in PlagQ are “restrictions of term operations”. 
For weak varieties, the situation is much more interesting. 
Example. Let R=Ql=(p,q,r,s} and V=Mod((%(x)A+(x))*(p(x)=q(x)). The 
family of unary partial functions 4 = {4A: A E V) given by: 
for every AE V and SEA, $A(u) is defined iff sA(a) or @(a) is defined and then 
4/4(a)= 
i 
p”(a) if r”(a) is defined, 
qA(u) if s”(a) is defined, 
is an implicit operation which cannot be described by a single term. 
“Programs” in a weak variety will be defined as a subclass of implicit operations: 
TERM 0PERATIONSc”PROGRAMS”clMPLICIT OPERATIONS. 
2. Free spectra of a weak variety 
In order to get an appropriate tool for investigation of the structure of implicit 
operations, we shall refer to categorical properties of weak varieties. 
Every weak variety considered as a concrete category over sets is a partially 
monadic category. We shall not need here the detailed definition of partially monadic 
categories - it may be found in [S]. We focus our attention on some characteristic 
features of these categories which are useful for our purposes. 
For a given weak variety V, let U: V-+&t denote the obvious underlying functor 
into sets. 
Definition 2.1. By a free spectrum of U: V+Set over a set X we mean a triple 
(SX,Jx, VX), where 
SX is a poset, 
Jx : SX --) V is a functor and 
rIx=(qX: X+J,(i)= UJ,(i): iESX) is a natural transformation 
subject to the following condition: 
for every AE V and a function h: X +UA, there exists a unique iESX and 
a unique strong homomorphism h”:J,(i)-+A such that Uh”. r~x=h and, 
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moreover, 
for every homomorphism g : Jx( ++A, wherever Ug . vf = h, 
j<i in SX and g=i.J,(jbi). 
We call the homomorphism K a strong extension of h (more precisely, of the pair 
(h>A)). 
The existence and uniqueness of free spectra in weak varieties has been proved in 
[6]. This is one of the fundamental features of partially monadic categories. 
2.1. Construction of spectra 
(1) Spectra of Uo: PalgQ+Set. By an initial Q-segment over a given set X we mean 
every subset Xi of the set RX of all Q-terms such that XCX, and, together with any 
term t, Xi contains every subterm of t. Every initial segment Xi carries a unique 
structure of a partial Q-algebra Xi being a relative subalgebra of the (total) algebra of 
Q-terms QX [l]. 
The spectrum of U” over X consists of all algebras of the form Xi, where Xi is an 
initial segment. 
The arrows ~1: X~X, = U”Xi are identity embeddings. 
(2) Let VGPalgR be a weak variety. We construct the required spectrum 
(S”X,J~,~x) as follows: SVX is a subset of the set SoX of all initial segments over 
X such that, for every X,CS’X, 
XisS”X iff there is a strong homomorphism h: X,+A with AE V. 
For every Xi~S”X, Ji(Xi) is a strong epimorphic image of the algebra Xi obtained as 
a central object of the (strong epi, monosource) factorization of the source V(Xi) 
consisting of all homomorphisms with domain Xi and codomains in Y: 
V(Xi)=(hi: Xi~Ah: Ah~ V) 
For the details of these construction, we refer the reader to [6]. 
Notational convention. For a natural number n, by n we denote the set 
(031, . . . . n- l}. For notational simplicity, we denote elements of S”n by small letters 
i,j, d, etc., and write J:(i) instead of UJ,V(Xi). 
The following theorem explains the role of spectra in the investigation of implicit 
operations. 
Theorem 2.2. Let 4 be an n-ary implicit operation in a weak variety V. Then there 
exists a uniquely determined increasing subset D, G S”n and an element r+ =(rd: 
dED,)Elim(j[(d): dED+) such that the following holds true: 
for every A in V and h : n-+ UA = A (i.e. hEA”) with the strong 
extension h”: J:(i)+A, 
4A(h) is de$ned @finds, and then 4A(h)=h”(rt). 
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Proof. Put 
D,={i~s”n: C$ is defined in J{(i) on the n-tuple q?:n-J:(i)}. 
If iED, and i<j, then there is a homomorphism Jl(i<j) such that J.“(i<j) (&‘)=#. 
From this it follows that ~ED$ too, i.e. D, is an increasing set. 
Next, let r4=(rd: LIED) be the sequence such that every r,, is the value of the 
operation 4 in the algebra J:(d) on the n-tuple r$. 
It is easily checked that r,Elim(Jl(d): LED,). 0 
We call the pair (D+,r+) a structural description of the operation 4. Furthermore, 
the converse of the theorem above holds true. 
Proposition 2.3. Let D be an increasing subset of S”n and let r=(r,)Elim(JX(d): deD). 
Then there exists a unique n-ary implicit operation C#J such that (D, r)=(D4,rg). 
Proof. Define 4 as follows: for any A in V and h:n+A, with the strong extension 
h”:Jl(i)-+A, 4A(h) is defined iff ieD and then dA(h)=h”(ri) (see Fig. 1). 0 
Fig. 1. 
Using structural descriptions, we may naturally distinguish the following two 
classes of implicit operations. 
Definition 2.4. An implicit n-ary operation $ in V is said to be irreducible ($nitely 
irreducible) iff, for any family (any finite family) {yi: ill} of n-ary implicit operations, 
whenever 4 Q U {yi: ill}, C$ f yj for some ~GZ. (4 by means that @A <yA for every 
algebra A in V.) 
Lemma 2.5. Let 4 be an n-ary implicit operation with the structural description (D, r). 
Then 
(i) 4 is an irreducible operation iffD has a least element, i.e. cj is uniquely determined 
by a pair (i~S”n, reJL(i)). 
(ii) 4 is jinitely irreducible ifits D . d 1s ownward directed (i.e. for every d, d’ED there 
exists dOeD such that d, <d and do <d’). 
Proof is obvious. 
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Corollary 2.6. Every implicit operation is a join of irreducible operations. 
3. Logical description of implicit operations 
Theorem 3.1. For any n-ary implicit operation 4 in PalgQ, there exists a pair ((Q’: 
ill), t), where t is an Q-term and every @’ is a set of existential atomic formulas with 
variables x 1, . . . . x, such that this pair “describes” 4 in the sense that, for every A 
in V and a valuation h : {x1, . . , x,)+/l, 4A(h) is defined ifSA I=( Visr (A@‘)) [h] and 
then 4A(h) is the value oft at the valuation h, i.e. drA(h)=c(t), where i is the strong 
extension of (h, A). 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and the fact that limits of initial 
Q-segments are simply intersections. 0 
Every pair ((Qi: iel), t) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.1 will be called 
a logical description of the operation 4. 
Assume now that VG Palg52 is a weak variety. We need more detailed analysis of 
free spectra in V. 
Let niES”n E Son and let pr : ni+J,V(i) be the (strong) quotient morphism being the 
first component of the (strong epi, monosource) factorization of the source V(ni) 
considered in Section 1. Thus, every element of J:(i) is an equivalence class of some 
O-term t~:ni. 
Note that, for any t,rEtii, P;(t)=/?:(r) provided the formula 
A(S!p: PEni) =S (t=r) 
is valid in V [6]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let C$ be an irreducible n-ary implicit operation in V. Then 
(i) there exists a pair ((pi: &I), t), wheret and every pi are terms with n variables that 
describes 4 in the sense of Theorem 3.1, and 
(ii) two such pairs ((pi: iEZ), t),((sk: ksK),r) describe the same implicit operation 
provided every A in V satisfies the formulas 
A(3p’: ieI) o /r\(3sk: keK) 
//(jpi: iE1) * (t=r). 
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.5(i) and the description of 
the sets Jr(i) given earlier. 0 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 2.6, we obtain the following result. 
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Corollary 3.3. Every n-ary implicit operation d in V has a logical description, i.e. there 
exists a pair ofsequences ((G’: iEl),(t’: ~EI)) such that 
every t’ is an Q-term with variables in n= (0, 1, . . . , n- 1}, every @’ is a set of 
existential atomic formulas with variables in n such that the formulas 
(/\@‘A A@) * (t’=tj) are valid in Vfor every i, jEI, and 
for every A in V and a valuation of variables h:n-+A, 4A(h) is defined iff 
A I=(V(A@~: iEZ)) [h] 
and then 
$A(h)=ti(hxI, . . . . hx,) (the value of the term t’ at the valuation h) 
provided A I= A@ [ h] 
We call the sets @’ “conditions” and terms t’ “actions” of the operation 4. 
It follows from Lemma 2.5(i) that irreducible operations are among those that have 
a logical description with only one action and only one condition. (But the converse 
need not be true!) There is no convenient characterization of finitely irreducible 
operations in terms of logical descriptions. Observe, however, that these operations 
have the following property. 
Lemma 3.4. Let 4 be an n-ary operation with a logicul description ((Qi: ieZ),(t’: iEl)). 
4 is finitely irreducible ifJ; for each finite set of valuations (hk : n+Ak: k = 1,2, . . , m), 
there exists an action tE{t’: igl} such that,,for every k= 1,2, . . ..m. 
4Ak(hk) = the value oft at the valuation hk. 
As we proved above, in order to give a logical description of an implicit operation, 
we need (in general) infinite conjunctions and infinite disjunctions. So, it is natural to 
distinguish the following subclass of implicit operations. 
Definition 3.5. We call an implicit operation $J finitely definable provided it has 
a first-order description, i.e. there exists a pair of finite sequences ((@‘, . . . . @“), 
(t ‘, . , t”)) such that every Qi is a finite set and this pair describes 4 in the sense of 
Corollary 3.4. 
One may ask the following question: How we can describe the structure of finitely 
definable operations using the concept of the free spectrum? 
We are going to answer this question for elementary weak varieties. 
4. Sheaves of programs 
First we show that, for elementary weak varieties, free spectra over finite sets are 
endowed not only with ordered structures but also with more subtle topological 
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structures. These topologies will be then used in order to distinguish structural 
descriptions of finitely definable operations. 
Let us start with the category Palg52 of all partial Q-algebras. By Theorem 3.1, 
finitely definable operations in PalgQ are the following: 
~ every restriction of a term operation, where the restriction is given by a finite con- 
junction of existential atomic formulas, is an irreducible finitely definable operation, 
_ every finitely definable operation in PalgQ is a finite join of such restrictions. 
Thus, the structural description (D+, rg) of a finitely definable operation 4 in PalgQ 
is such that 
D,= In, u .” UTfzk, 
where every n, is a finite initial segment over n, and 
tni={nj~S”n: niEIZj}, 
while r$Elim(nk: nkeDb)=n(nm: m= 1, 2, . . ..k). 
Since Son is an algebraic lattice, it may be endowed with the Lawson topology 
i(Son) with an open subbase consisting of sets tnk and Son\ tnk, where nk is finite (i.e. 
nk is a compact element of So,) [2]. 
Then clopen increasing sets in Son are exactly finite joins of sets of the form tnk, 
where every nk is a finite initial segment. 
Let j_(S”n)+ denote the subtopology of n(Son) generated by these sets. Define 
a presheaf (i.e. a contravariant functor) 
.if: (~(SRn)+)“P+Set 
as follows: 
j:(G)= n(nj: njEG, nj is compact) for every GEI(S”~)+. 
In particular, for every clopen increasing set D = tn, u ... utnk, 
~~(tnlU’..Ufnk)=n(~j:j=1,2,...,k). 
It is not hard to verify that the defined presheaf is a sheaf [S]. 
Since every initial Q-segment ni is a join of finite initial segments it contains, we 
conclude that every initial segment is a stalk of the sheaf considered, i.e. 
ni=colim(J?(G); niEG, GEI(S’~)+). 
From above follows the following structural description of a finitely definable 
operation in PalgQ. 
Corollary 4.1. For every jinitely dejinable n-ary operation 4 in PalgSZ, there exists 
a clopen increasing set D and rEJf(D) such that, for every AePalgQ and h: n+A with 
the strong extension h”:n,-+A, 
q6A(h) is defined ifliED and then bA(h)=g.tiDi(r), 
(where $0:: ~~(D)-ni denotes the stalk embedding (see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. 
We are going to show that finitely definable operations in any elementary weak 
variety Vcan be described similarly, using some suitably defined topologies on its free 
spectra and suitably defined sheaves. 
Theorem 4.2. Let VC PalgQ be an elementary weak variety. Then, for every n E N, the 
spectrum SVn is a closed subset of S*n with respect to the topology i(S*n). 
Proof. Let B be an ultrafilter on Son containing S’n. Assume that /3 converges to no in 
the Lawson space (Son,A(Son)). 
Let A be the ultraproduct of the family of V-algebras { J,v(ni): n+Svn} with respect 
to fl. Since V is elementary, AC V. 
Let q:n-+A be the function determined by the family 
{r::n~~,v(ni): ni ES%}. 
It can be proved that n, is the domain of the strong extension of q:n-+A in PalgQ. 
Since A is in V, no~S”n (compare Section 1). 
For the details of the proof, we refer the reader to [7]. 0 
Let & denote the induced topology on S”n, while TJ the subtopology of F,, 
generated by 5-clopen increasing sets. 
It has been proved in [7] that the sets of the form Vk = Tnkn S”n, where nk is 
compact (i.e. finite) in S’n, form a base of the topology S,‘. 
Let [k] =inf( Vk) in S’n. 
Consider the following (epi, monosource) factorization of the source: 
(%I 
s: 
+tZj-JJX( j): itjE vk) . 
Let i,!‘( Vk) be the central object of this factorization. Next we extend J^,” to 
a presheaf 
j::(~-_I:)op+Set 
in a usual way. Finally, let JT be the sheaf associated with the presheaf J^,V [9]. 
Observe that, for every clopen increasing set D, y:(D) is a subset of lim(J,V(i): ieD). 
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Theorem 4.3. Let C#J be an n-ary implicit operation in an elementary weak variety V with 
the structural description (D, r). 4 isjinitely de3nable iff D is a clopen increasing set and 
rE:J;l”(D) and then, for every A in V and h : n+A with the strong extension h”: Jr(i)-+A , 
$A(h) is de$ned @iED and then 4A(h)=l.$Lt(r), 
(where *pi: Jr(D)-J:(i) denotes the stalk embedding (see Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
Proof. The set i!( V,) constructed above may be regarded as a quotient of the set n,kl. 
Two terms t,pcn,,I have the same image in 5^1( Vk) provided the first-order formula 
A(3r: rEnLkI) * (t=p) 
is valid in V. Hence, elements of $‘( V,) represent finitely definable operations having 
a logical description of the form 
i.e. they are “restrictions of term operations determined by a single finite conjunction”. 
Clearly, finitely definable operations are precisely finite joins of such operations. 
Now take rEJ:(D), where D is a clopen increasing set. This means that there exists 
a covering of D, D= u( VkCij: iel) and a “compatible” family (ri: r’EJ^,V( Vk,t,)) which 
“represents” r. Since the Lawson space Son is compact, S”n and D are closed subsets 
(hence, compact, every FT -open covering of D may be reduced to a finite covering of 
the form 
D= Vk(l) u ... u VW> where Vk(i) = Tni nS”n and ni is finite. 
Hence, every element rE.?L(D) is representable by a compatible finite sequence 
(riEJ^,V( Vk(i)): i= 1, . . . . m) for some finite covering of D of the form described above. 
This means that the implicit operation corresponding to the pair (D,~EJ,!‘(D)), 
where D is clopen and increasing, is a finite join of “restrictions of term operations 
determined by finite conjunctions” with the structural descriptions (Vk(i), ri), i.e. the 
pair (D, rEJr(D)) is the structural description of a finitely definable operation. 
The reverse implication is obvious. 0 
Corollary 4.4. Every jinitely irreducible jinitely dejinable operation is irreducible. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollaries 2.5(ii) and 4.1 and the fact that every 
downward-directed and clopen increasing subset of a Priestley space has a least 
element. 0 
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Up to now, discussing finitely definable operations, we considered only the restric- 
tions of the associated sheaves J-,” to clopen increasing sets in S’n. The global analysis 
of sheaves J-,” leads to the following definition. 
Definition 4.5. An n-ary implicit operation 4 in an elementary weak variety 
VEPalgQ is called a program iff there exist DEFT and an re$‘(D) such that 4 is 
described by the pair (D,r) in the sense of Theorem 4.3. 
Thus, taking into account the construction of the sheaf .ir, we may say that 
programs are locally finitely definable implicit operations - every such operation is 
a direct sum of finitely definable operations. In other words: for any program c$, an 
algebra A E V and k : n-+A, whenever 4A(k) is defined, there exists a finitely definable 
operation ti such that $<4 and tiA(k) is defined (and then, of course, 1C/A(k)=4A(k)). 
It follows directly from the construction presented above that every J:(i) is the 
stalk of the sheaf Jr at ieS”n, i.e. 
J,V(i)=colim(Jr(D): i6D). 
This means that, for every irreducible operation 4, every A in V and k: n+UA, 
there exists a program $ such that $A(k) is defined and 
ICIA(k)=4A(h). 
Thus, programs form a “dense” subset of the set of implicit operations, 
Note also the following characteristic properties of programs. 
Lemma 4.6. Assume that $I is an n-ary program. Then 
(i) If C#I is defined for a valuation k:n+A for some AE V, there exists a jinite set 
It l,..., tk} of terms with variables in n suck that 
A(=(3t, A ... A 3t,)[k] 
and, for every valuution g : n+ B with BE V, if 
B+(3t, A ... A 3tk) [g], then the program (b is dejined on gEB”, 
(ii) If p,, . , pk are terms with variables in n suck that, for any AE V and f : n_tA, 
4~(f) is dejned provided A I=(3p, A ... A 3pk) [f], 
then there exists a finitely definable operation $ suck that, for any BE V and g : n+ B, 
whenever B(=(3p, A ... Alp,) [g], t+hB(g) is de$ned and $B(g)=4B(g). 
5. Global structure of implicit operations and programs 
Throughout, VsPalgQ denotes an arbitrary but fixed elementary weak variety, 
while U: V+Set denotes the underlying functor. 
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First we discuss the structure of irreducible implicit operations. We call irreducible 
n-ary operations II/ and C$ ex-equivalent iff for any A E I’ and kA ‘, $A (h) is defined iff 
+~(h) is defined. 
It follows from Lemma 2.5(i) that every equivalence class of this relation carries 
a structure of a V-algebra. Namely, this is an algebra J:(i) for some iES”n. Thus, 
irreducible implicit operations “locally” have the structure of a partial V-algebra. 
For simplicity, the structural description of an implicit operation 4 will be denoted 
by (D,, 4) (instead of (D,, r$)). 
An m-tuple (4 1 , . . . , 4”‘) of ex-equivalent operations may be represented as a func- 
tion 4 : m-Jr(i). Hence, there exists the strong extension of (4, Jr(i)): 
$:J,V($(i))+J,V(i) for some 4(i)ES”m. 
We denote c$*= U& Let $ be an m-ary irreducible implicit operation with the 
structural description (T/C, $) for some kESYm. 
We say that the composition $(4’, . . . . 4”‘) exists iff k< J(i) and then it is an 
irreducible n-ary implicit operation with the structural description (Ti, 4* (Jg(k < I 
4(9)$)) (see Fig. 4). 
The composition is a partial operator. $(b’, . ., 4”) exists iff, for every AE V and 
SEA”, $A(4i(h),...,~i(h)) is defined provided all 46(h) are defined. Observe, how- 
ever, that it may happen that, for some valuation h: n+B, we may calculate 
Il/s(&(h) , . . . , @g(h)) even if $(d’, . . . . 4”) does not exist. 
This is illustrated by Fig. 5. If in this figure i< j and k,<$(j), then 
$&P&t) , . . ..4I(h)) is defined, while $(c$‘. . . . . 4”) exists (and II/(& ‘, . . . . @“‘)B(h) is 
defined) iff the stronger condition k d J(i) is valid. 
J%&i)) 
4* 
) J.V(i) 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
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Thus, we may conclude that the structure of irreducible implicit operations in 
a given weak variety is fully described by the following data: 
_ the family of posets S”=(S”n: HEN), 
~ the family of functors J”=(JL: S”n+Set: ncN), 
_ the family of natural transformations q” =(q”: n+J,V: HEN) and the operator ( )* 
assigning to every pair (f:m-J!(i), iES”n) a pair 
subject to the following conditions: 
(i) f*. Iljm(i,(i)=J 
(ii) (Y$, i)* =(id, i), for every n and ieSVn, 
(iii) If (Ji)*=(f*,j) and (g,j)*=(g*,k), then 
(f‘*.s,i)*=(f*.Y*>k), 
(iv) If ids in S”n, then Fig. 6 is commutative. 
We call the 4-tuple (S”,J”, ?,( ) *) a spectral algebraic theory of a weak variety 
V [S]. This 4-tuple can be treated as a “global description of irreducible implicit 
operations”; furthermore, the following holds true: 
for every 4-tuple (S, J, ‘1, ( )*) satisfying the conditions described above, there 
exists a unique (up to concrete isomorphism) weak variety V of partial 
algebras such that this 4-tuple is a spectral algebraic theory of V. 
This fact has been proved in [S]. 
Consider now the structure of all implicit operations. 
For every HEN, let 2: denote the poset of all increasing subsets of S”n. Let 
7: : (9J)“P+Set 
be a contravariant functor such that, for every DEB:, 
.?,!‘(G)=lim(Ji(i): iED) 
and, for any G CD, ?~(GED) is a “restriction” defined in the obvious way. Let 
be the function determined by_the family (~1: iED}. 
For any ieDE9:, by ~oi:~~(D)~J,V(i) we denote the limit projection. 
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For any function # : m-+_?(D), we define first a function JD: D-+s”m such that, for 
every iED, 
Clearly, the inverse-image function 
is an order-preserving (partial) function. 
Finally, we define a natural transformation 
&~~~V&&l 
such that, for any GEM: and iE$i ’ (G) = GO, the diagram in Fig. 7 is commutative. 
Using the same arguments as in the case of irreducible operations, one can 
show that the operator ( )” assigning to a pair (+:m-+fr(D), D) the pair ($D1, 6:) 
described above can be used in order to describe the “composition” of implicit 
operations. 
Note, however, that in the case considered we have two possibilities. Given 4: 
m-y:(D) and GE.?:(G), we may define a composition $0 4, putting 
ICI 0 ~=(&)&). 
But we may also define another composition $0 4: tj 0 4 is defined provided 
&;‘(G)=D and then $04=(&)~($). 
Thus, we conclude that the 4-tuple 
(S”, f”=(?,!‘: EN), $=(ij”: EN), ( )“) 
describes the “global structure of implicit operations” in the weak variety V. 
Observe also that, for a given weak variety V, the 4-tuples (S”, .I”, v, ( )*) and (SV, 
.?‘, y’, ( )“) determines each other uniquely. 
Moreover, using it we can also easily describe “restrictions” and “joins” of implicit 
operations. 
(1) Restrictions. Given an n-ary implicit operation 4 with the structural descrip- 
tion (D, Y), by a restriction of 4 determined by an increasing subset G=of D we mean an 
operation 41~ with the structural description (G,rl~), where rlG=JK(GsD) (r). 
Fig. I 
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(2) Joins. Given two n-ary implicit operations d and $ with structural descriptions 
(D,, rg) and (D,,u,), respectively, such that, for every A in V, and SEA”, when- 
ever both 4A(h) and $A(h) are defined, they are equal. The structural description 
of the join C$ V +!I is the pair (D,uD,,r), where r~??(D,v&) is a unique element 
such that rID,=r+ and ~ID,=Y~. In other words: for every algebra AE V, 
dom( 4 V $)A = dom $A u dom $,., and whenever (c$ V $)A (h) is defined, 
i 
+A(h) if &(h) is defined, 
(” ‘)‘(‘)= lC/A(h) if ~//~(h) is defined. 
In a similar way, one can describe joins of infinite “compatible” families of implicit 
operations. Since every “loop” may be represented as a directed join, we conclude that 
the class of implicit operations in closed under formation of “loops”. 
Observe also that any “compatible” family of operations consists of restrictions of 
one implicit operation. In other words: for every such family F, we may find a set of 
Q-terms T=(t’: ill} such that every C$ in F has a logical description of the form 
(($f: iEl), T), 
i.e. all operations in F may be described by the same set of “actions”. For instance, let 
!2=(R1={s,r}, Q2={+}) and Y=mod @, where @ consists of the following 
formulas: 
7 (3r(x) A 3(x)) 
jr(x) * r(x)=x 
(r and s define “sorts”), 
G(x) * s(x)=x 
3 +(x, y) * (Wx) A Wx)) V W(x) A WY)), 
3+(x,y)AWx) * W+(x,y)), 
3+(x,y)AWx) * +(+(x,y)), 
i.e. V consists of two-sorted algebras with “two additions” ~ one for each sort. But 
these two different operations may be described by the same set of action - their 
logical descriptions are 
(W)A WY), +(x,Y)) and (Wx)A WyL +@,Y)). 
Note, however, that the construction “iLf@ then C#J else y” is not allowed in general. 
This construction is allowed provided @ is a “boolean” condition, i.e. if there exist 
conditions (Y<: iel) such that the formulas 
l(A@A V(//,Y’i: ill) 
( 
) 
iEl ) 
are valid in the weak variety considered, 
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Observe that rj o 4 = tj 0 ( +,J,~(~)) for every 4:m-y[(.(o) and $E.!L(G). 
Consider now the structure of programs in elementary weak varieties. The follow- 
ing remarks will hopefully clarify the idea of the proposed description. 
Discussing implicit operations, we treated the spectrum S”n as a topological space 
with the discrete topology 2. Then 23: is the family of all g-open increasing sets and, 
moreover, 
_ every functor ?,!’ defined above is a gheaf. 
_ every Jr(i) is the stalk of the sheaf J,” at Ibsen, 
_ every function 4D is a continuous map; hence, 
~ $6 ’ : 9n,+ S,+ is a functor, 
_ the operator ( )* may be “reconstructed” from the operator ( )” via the “stalk 
construction”, i.e. for every f: m+J,V( i), 
f= Ic/Di. cj for some DEB: containing i and a function 4 : m-+fL(D) (since m is a finite 
set and J:(i) is a directed colimit) and then 
f*:JQ$(i))+J,V(i) 
is a unique function such that Fig. 8 is commutative for every G~g,f such that 
&(i)EG. 
In order to obtain a similar description of programs in an elementary weak variety, 
we need, however, some additional data. As we have proved earlier, the existence of 
ultraproducts in an elementary weak variety Y implies that every Svn is a closed 
subset of the Lawson space (Son,n(Son)). Thus, every spectrum Svn considered, 
together with the induced topology Y”, is a Priestley space - an ordered, compact 
total order disconnected space [9]. 
Moreover, we have also suitably defined sheafs 
In order to obtain a global description of programs, it is enough to replace 
~ discrete gpologies 23,, by Priestley topologies .Y,, (defined earlier), 
_ sheaves .Jl by sheaves $’ (defined eaglier, too) and the operator ( )” by the operator 
( )” assigning to every pair (4 : m-Jr(D), DEFJ) the pair ( cfD, 6:) consisting of 
a continuous, order-preserving map do, a natural transformation &: Jl-1:. 
( JD)- l satisfying all the conditions valid for the operator ( )” and described earlier. 
Fig. 8. 
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lim(dK(i): iEG) 
tih 
+lim(JL(i): iEd,‘( 
I I 
Z(G) J.Y(&‘(G)) 
Fig. 9. 
For instance, in order to define (JL), for any GEY~, it is enough to show that 
Fig. 9 may be completed uniquely to a commutative square in a natural way. We then 
define ($L), to be the unique completion. This is quite obvious, at least if G is a clopen 
and increasing set. We leave the details to the reader. 
Thus, we may say that the structure of programs in an elementary weak variety Vis 
fully described by the 5-tuple 
(SV, Y=(Y,,: PEN)), J-,“: PEN), ij, ( )“). 
Moreover, the associated spectral algebraic theory of V can be “reconstructed” using 
stalk constructions. Thus, we suggest treating the defined 5-tuple as a global descrip- 
tion of programs in an elementary weak variety. 
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